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POWERS INTERDEPE NDENT.

These powers are interdependent; there cannot be any per-
fect action ot. one without the co-operation of the other two.
Hence, in becominA completely possessed of a thought, ail o?
these powers are inevitably exercised.

MEANS 0r EXPRESSION A~ TniNITY.

Nature, always consistent, has provided for this three-fold
subjective natuire a corresponding trii.Âty of means for unfolkk
ing or rnanifestingr thaýt nature. Thus, we have the thiree
languages or means of expression common to, ail men, viz., the
verbal, vocal and pantrnimic lcvnguages. The verbal is the
,woird language, or expression by means of words; the vocal -is,
the voice language, or expression by means of voice, e, gi-
cant voice modulations; the pantoixie is the visi ble language,
or expression by ineanis of gesture or pantomime. The panto.
mimie langtuagye includes ail that part of expressiôn which is,
see-n, while the vocal includes ail that is heard.

LA>NGUAGiES INTERDEPENDENT.

As the three subjective powers are interdependlent, 80 alsc>
are the three languages. Hence, there cannot be any adequate
unfolding of personality> or expression of thought, without
the harmonious exercise of ail three factors in this trinity of
Mans.

FUNCTIONS OF THE, LAN.NGGS.

Upôn a dloser study of these langruages in their relations to
nians subjective nature, we ifind that the verbal is primarily
the language of the intellect, the activities of which are con-
scious and consciously expressed. Also that the vocal and
pantomimie are more closely allied to the emotional and voli-
tional natures> the activities of which are> in a large measure,
unconsclous and unconsciously expressed. I other words,
t'heir office is primarily to reveal the feelings and impulses o?
the mnan. They are the languages of experience, by means of.
whieh every normal being unconsclously reveals kzimself. They
are the natzural languages whîch are in no sense acquired, the
infant of days being quite as effective in their use as tha
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